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Abstract
In order to better understand some neurologic degenerative process is fundamental to use
also an evolutionary approach of vertebrates and especially in mammalians. Aim of this work is to
verify if an objective measure of brain wasting system can help in this kind of disease. Imaging can
help in measuring eﬃciency of brains wasting system in the various subject. The brain glymphatic
systems is well studied today but an accurate measure of the real eﬃciency of the system is
needed. It is relevant so to submit to researcher a working methods strategy to measure this
parameter to verify if possible, to use the brain glymphatic system as new therapeutics pathway.

Introduction
We start this work whit a simply PARADOX: observing that
sepia of icinal is not show dementia. The different species of
animals show various rate of DA dementia and related PD
Parkinson disease: It is interesting to observe some literature
involved in this topic:
According Pedro J Garcia-Ruiz, et al: There are 2 central
premises to this evolutionary view of Parkinson- disease PD.
First, PD is a speci ic human disease. Second, the prevalence
of PD has increased over the course of human history. Several
lines of evidence may explain why PD appears to be restricted
to the human species. The major manifestations of PD are the
consequence of degeneration in the dopamine-synthesizing
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014
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neurons of the meso-striatal neuronal- pathway. It is of note the
enormous expansion of the human dopamine mesencephalic
neurons onto the striatum compared with other mammals.
Hence, an evolutionary bottle neck was reached with the
expansion of the massive nigrostriatal axonal- arborization.
This peculiar nigral overload may partly explain the selective
fragility of the human dopaminergic mesencephalic neurotransmission and the unique presence of PD in humans.
On the other hand, several facts may explain the increasing
prevalence of PD over the centuries. The apparently low
prevalence of PD before the twentieth century may be related
to the shorter life expectancy and survival compared to present
times. Changes in lifestyle over the course of human -history
might also account for the increasing burden of PD. Our
https://www.heighpubs.org/hcci
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hunter gatherers ancestors invested large energy expenditure
on a daily basis, a prototypical physical way of life for which
our genome remains adapted. Technological -advances
have led to a dramatic reduction of physical exercise. Since
the brain release of neuro-trophic factors (including brainderived neuro-trophic factor) is partially exercise related, the
marked reduction in exercise may contribute to the increasing
prevalence of PD. Many neurological- diseases can be found
in non-human mammals both acquired and hereditary (such
as myelopathy, brain tumors, epilepsy, muscular dystrophy,
and narcolepsy, to mention a few). AD and PD are considered
speci ic to Homo sapiens. While there are useful animal models
of PD including MPTP and alpha-synuclein-over-expressing
transgenic mouse- models, which may recapitulate important
clinical features of the human disorders, especially in aged
monkeys, no spontaneous akinetic-rigid syndrome is known
to occur in wild- mammals including non-human primates.
Vernier P, et al: PD is to a large extent, speci ic to the
human species. Most symptoms are the consequence of the
preferential degeneration of the dopamine-synthesizing
cells of the meso-striatal-meso-cortical neuronal pathway.
Reasons for that can be traced back to the evolutionarymechanisms that shaped the dopamine neurons in humans.
In vertebrates, dopamine-containing neurons and nuclei
do not exhibit homogenous phenotypes. In this respect,
mesencephalic dopamine neurons of the substantia nigra
and ventral- tegmental area are characterized by a molecular
combination (tyrosine hydroxylase, aromatic amino acid decarboxylase, mono-amine oxidase, vesicular mono-amine
transporter, dopamine transporter--to name a few), which
is not found in other dopamine-containing neurons of the
vertebrate brain. the size of these mesencephalic DA nuclei
is tremendously expanded in humans as compared to other
vertebrates. Differentiation of the mesencephalic neurons
during development depends on genetic- mechanisms,
which also differ from those of other dopamine nuclei.
pathophysiological approaches to PD have highlighted the
role of ubiquitously expressed molecules such as a-synuclein,
parkin, and microtubule-associated proteins. We propose
that the peculiar phenotype of the dopamine mesencephalic
neurons, which has been selected during vertebrate -evolution
and reshaped in the human lineage, has also rendered these
neurons particularly prone to oxidative- stress, and thus,
to the fairly speci ic neuro-degeneration of PD. evidence
demonstrate that perturbed regulation of DAT-dependent
dopamine uptake, DAT-dependent accumulation of toxins,
dysregulation of TH activity as well as high sensitivity of DA
mesencephalic neurons to oxidants are key components of
the neuro-degeneration process of PD. This view points to the
contribution of non-speci ic -mechanisms (alpha-synuclein
aggregation) in a highly speci ic cellular environment (the
dopamine mesencephalic neurons) and provides a robustframework to develop novel and rational therapeutic schemes
in PD.
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014

So evolutive patterns of mammalian are relevant fact to
be taken in consideration in some neurodegenerative disease
like PD. In some neurological conditions is clear the role
played by brain immune system and the global effect Due by
BEE and other factor like brain washing system. Observing
the complex- mechanism involved in KURU disease is possible
to verify the role played by Speci ic and A-speci ic immune
system. (Innate and Adaptative). The same observing the
anatomy/physiology of CNS, BEE and relate immune system:
role played by astrocyte, microglia and other cells. The
evolutionary approach makes possible to verify evolution of
CNS, BEE and related brain structure and the related selectivevulnerability. Form invertebrates to superior vertebrate’s
various physio-anatomical modi ications emerged. The new
need in movement and in environmental relationship request
more complicated structure and the same from primitiveinvertebrates to the more complex superior vertebrates
the same immune system requested new strategy. Also
regenerative of retina show great difference in neuronalevolution in the various species. Neocortical cognitive
activities needed a new sovra-structure development.
Archeo brain vs. neo Brain
But this sovra-structure was moves to produce circonvoluntion in cortex to increase number of neurons. But the
same this created some wasting -system increased problems?
Why in example cerebellum is later interested by PD vs
basal ganglia? Different neurodegenerative disease present
different neuronal toxicity. Superior vertebrates need less
regenerative- properties then more primitive organism. And
if DA affect more cognitive cortex PD the extrapyramidal
irst. Some characteristic of brain evolution with new sovrastructures in old ones created vulnerability. Some question
is really interesting: What is the role played by the fact
that CNS is a kind of sancturaries? And the fact that loss of
A complete lymphatic system? no limpho-nodes inside. And
the role -played by BEE even in the sense of from inside to
outside barrier for toxic molecule? Why in brain white matter
is outside vs grey matter and opposite in spinal cord? Is due
to the progressive increase of cortical surface? Why cervical
region is so often involved in some neuro-degenerative
pathology? There is a speci ic vulnerability? and why in
example cerebellum is not involved in initial stages of PD?
What are the role played by endogenous toxic- movens? And
how is possible to depurate this kind of toxic condition?
Aim of this work is to verify if Imaging technique can help
in PD therapeutic strategy, applied in a wide range of patients
in order to verify brain wasting system ef icacy and if it is
clinically relevant as hypotetic way to depurate it from the
toxic molecule usually ind in this kind patients.

Material and Methods
With an observational approach some relevant biomedical
literature are analyzed to produce a global conclusion related
https://www.heighpubs.org/hcci
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the topics of this work. Al literature presented is presented in
scienti ic biomedical database like PUBMED [1-49] or Other
open science journals. Most of the literature analyzed is related
last year and so recent. After this review a global conclusion is
produced related to the topics of this work. In the last phases
an experimental hyoptesys of work to be veri ied is submitted
to the researcher for other new study and in order to verify it.

Results
From literature
We have seen from scienti ic literature the relationship
existing between systemic immune status and local situation
like in brain tissue. We can consider under a toxicological
view this kind of in luences in order to re- consider some
brain pathologies especially if time age related. (Peaks-age
classes more involved in some neurologic- pathologies). Local
logosys and related immune reaction activation contribute
in some brain- pathology and this can be considering a sort
of toxicological effect that must to be deeply investigated in
order to discover the pathogenetic moves and innovative
pharmacological strategies. Toxicology science can add to
immunology - pathology to have a more complete vision in some
brain pathology in time evolution and strategic opportunities.
We have seen in example that using ingolimod we have a
reduction in linfocites activation and when discontinued this
effect reduced (like a discontinue of a toxic- substantia). Dose
related and time related. Signi icantly improved relapse- rates
and end points measured on magnetic resonance imaging in
objective -way. Concepts as toxical doses, time of exposition,
cumulative dosage, kinetics, dynamics, metabolism Iatrogenic
ADME and other toxicological parameter can be usefully
introduced also in neuro-immune toxicology to adequately
focus a physio-pathogenetic phenomena. The results related to
the references cited show a speci ic- effect of a systemic drugs
in a local place as brain. So- observing a speci ic side- effect
of a drug can be a right method to clear some interference
between the immunologic status and some development
disorder [1].
Related to the reference indings presented in this review
and research- work is crucial to submit to the researcher
a new hypotesis related the anatomic decussatio pyramid
and cervical tract in global physio-metabolic status of Spinal
cord. In same condition like repeated head micro-trauma,
or in particular weakness of motor -neuron this anatomic
conformation can produce un unbalance that can aggravate
this situation. (See the higher frequencies related cervical
tract vs other in spinal cord). A fact to be take in consideration
even if is a normal anatomic- conformation. The experimental
project proposed make possible to verify any connection
between an anatomic- peculiarity (decussation pyramidi,
cervical spinal- cord tract) and an increased weakness of the
neuronal tracts. So in neuro- degenerative spinal cord disease
is relevant to observe the global- topography of the lesions
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014

to verify if some tract are more involved vs other to better
understand the real reason. The evolutionary approach make
possible to better understand the global- process under new
light [2].
Related the result of this work is relevant for some neurodegeneretaive condition to verify the role played by brain
glymphatic -system as well as the effect played by some brain
vascular inef iciencies and the role played by SOME TOXIC
catabolic substantia and their accumulation. An unbalance
between production and clearance of alfa sinuclein in the brain
is involved in PD evolution. The relationship with some kind of
food and PD is not so high but what is to take in consideration
is the functionality of the brain clearance -system that can be
more saturated is some kind of diet. Also interesting the way
of in luence in this system by body- posture (is a dynamic
-process). Is possible that 2 factors in luence this process?
Factor A: clearance -ef iciency of the system in basal status
(genetic factor, age)
Factor B: Clearance -ef iciency in SATUTARED situation?
(Environmental -factor) and
Global function: A x B
This result can be used to search new therapeutic
strategies: or to reduce saturation condition of the system
analyzed or new molecule that can improve the “washing”
of this toxic endogenous substantial or a combination of
this 2. A Detox- gel in mouse model of DA showed activity
to suggest to develop this strategy, and the same observing
epidemiological data related world PD incidence compared
to some diet it seen to show how reduce the saturation of
this system. As global conclusion of this work is possible to
say that a combination of these 2 strategies can produce an
interesting clinical- effect to be veri ied. (This combinedstrategy is a new- association: Pharmacological effect, added
to de toxicant strategy). Four are the main factor involved:
The toxic molecule to be depurate, the carrier- vectors, the
brain washing system, saturation condition (Environmental
factor). In animal model the detox strategy produced effect,
so is possible to say that a toxicological approach can be a way
to be walked. A “total Aβ-42 by 30% in the group of mice that
received the detox -gel when compared to the untreated group
with a statistical signi icance (p < 0.001)” (5) is a good result to
start. A new drug class able to link and detox the toxicologicalmolecule and to be carried out from brain- structure using
the glimphatic system through adequate pharmaco-kinetics
chemical group. So in drug design activity: Drugs with 2 parts:
A part that link the toxico molecule (de-tox), added to another
part with Pharmacokinetics group for brain glimphatic
system. Molecule when the necessary bio-tolerability, absence
of toxicity and high kinetics properties (to arrive in site of
actions and to be washed). High af inity, sequestering ability,
not immunogenicity, right molecular weight, lipo ilic idro ilic
https://www.heighpubs.org/hcci
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balances right electrical charges, persistence of actions and
other relevant molecular properties drive in the research of
this new drugs. BEE is a crucial protective- structure of CNS
since from outside of it but it can be also crucial in the outside.
Transfer of toxic- catabolic products. A deep knowledge in this
dynamic make possible to search innovative approach in an
endogen- toxicological condition. Keyword to be investigated:
brain wasting -molecule clearance, kinetics of the process,
genetic, environmental- factors, saturation process. The
inding in animal model are interesting point to start [3]
(Figures 1-4).

Figure 3: Insertion location of electrode in right hemipshere. a) Whole brain
coverage of location for probe insertion. b)Simulated probe location (AP = -4.70
mm Bregma, ML = 1.50 mm and DV = -2.50 mm Bregma).

Observing that some cases of CJD are due by peripheralexposition to prions and that KURU- disease and BSE are
transmitted by oral intake of infected food we try to produce
new theories in immune systems and brain inter-connections.

Figure 4: Heatmap of LIBS spectrum results from simulated silicon probe insertion
and isolated immune response. a) Heatmap differentiating control (saline group),
and silicon- groups (3hrs, 24hrs, and 1 wk). The scaled difference is -1 to 1 with
silicon 24hr being most different from the control. The immune response at 24hr
likely contributed to the greatest difference in the spectra. b) Isolated immuneresponse was found by IHC macrophage staining of CD68 (AB31630). Note the
response was isolated and near the inferior- colliculus injection site, but located
exterior to the needle -mark.

Figure 1: Schematic of major clearance systems in (A,B,C,F) the brain and (D,E,F)
the eye. (A,B,C) are representations of the IPAD and glymphatic pathways; (A) is a
cross-section of an arteriole and represents CSF ﬂow (cyan arrows) from the SAS
into the peri-arterial space, as well as ISF ﬂow (green- arrows) through the smooth
muscle- basement membranes; (B) is a cross-section of an arteriole transitioning
into a capillary, where CSF exits the peri-arterial space via AQP4 water- channels
(purple) located on the astrocytic endfeet before mixing with ISF (cyan green
arrow) and entering the smooth muscle basement -membranes; (C) is a coronal
cross-section through the head and represents the glymphatic -pathway, dorsal
mLVs, and CSF ﬂow through an AG. CSF ﬂows from the SAS into peri-arterial
spaces before ﬂowing intothe brain parenchyma via AQP4 channels, mixing with
ISF, and then entering the perivenous- space for drainage via a convective ﬂow.

Figure 2: Principle of glymphatic transport in rodent brain. Peri-arterial inflow
of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) enters the brain tissue facilitated by astrocytic end
feet AQP4 water- channels; mixes with interstitial fluid and removes the wasteproducts into peri-venous space.

https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014

Can we consider KURU- infectious disease an instrument to
verify inter-connection between immune cell out and in central
nervous systems? Like a RLIC magic bullet? Or an imaging
tracer to follow the neuro immune -process? Prions result
neurotropic but other antigen are normally presented inside
brain? And with what consequences? Other brain disease
presents the similar patho-genetic move’s immune system
related? Transgenic modi ied mouses study showed that
immune system is involved in ampli ication and transmission
to CNS (Lymph. B and follicular dendritic cell). In prions
disease we see species barrier and is necessary a molecular
similarity between prions and endogenous PRP-C. Is present
relationship between some brain disease as amyloidosis
and other degenerative- disease like PD, DA and prions
disease and other? In SM (a neuro in lammatory pathology)
is involved adaptative- immunity: Lymphocyte T and B,
while in other disease as Alzheimer (a neuro-degenerative
pathology) is involved the innate immunity (microgliamacrophage like activity, irst immune- control system in
the CNS). Observing the KURU disease, the time involved in
presentation of symptomatology after intake of Prions and (a
slow process) related to the fast time In some cases involved
in some neurotropic viruses we can think to an passive vs
active process by which immune systems transfer to the brain
the toxic prions from GI system. In all this pathology immune
system play a relevant role (adaptive or innate) giving tissue
https://www.heighpubs.org/hcci
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damage and accumulation of bio- products. Observing the
global role played by immune system in some brain pathology
under a speci ic toxicological- aspect We can think to other
therapeutic strategies to improve the actual pharmacologicalscenario. This paper is produces under a speci ic medicinal
chemistry and pharmacological point of view [4].
Taoka T, et al: The existence of a mass transport system
in the brain via cerebrospinal luid (CSF) or interstitial luid
(ISF) has been suggested by many studies the glymphatic
-system is hypothesized to be a waste clearance system of
the CSF through the perivascular and interstitial spaces in the
brain. Tracer studies have primarily been used to visualize or
evaluate the waste clearance system in the brain, and evidence
for this system has accumulated. The initial- study that
identi ied the glymphatic system was an in vivo tracer study in
mice. In that study, luorescent -tracers were injected into the
cisterna- magna and visualized by 2-photon microscopy. MRI
has also been used to evaluate glymphatic function primarily
with gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) as tracers.
A number of GBCA studies evaluating glymphatic- function
have been conducted using either intrathecal or intravenousinjections. Stable isotopes, such as 17 O-labeled water, may
also be used as tracers since they can be detected by MRI. In
addition to tracer studies, several other approaches have been
used to evaluate ISF- dynamics within the brain, including
diffusion imaging. Phase contrast evaluation is a powerful
method for visualizing low within the CSF space. In order
to evaluate the movement of water within tissue, diffusionweighted MRI represents another promising technique, and
many studies have utilized diffusion- techniques for the
evaluation of the glymphatic -system. This work will discuss
the indings of these diffusion studies [5].
Davoodi-Bojd E, et al: The glymphatic system is functional
waste clearance path from the brain parenchyma through
dynamic exchange of cerebrospinal luid with interstitial luid
(ISF). Impairment of glymphatic waste clearance is involved
in the development of neurodegenerative conditions. Despite
many recent studies investigating the glymphatic system, few
studies have tried to use a mathematical model to describe
this system, quantitatively. In this work, we aim to model
the glymphatic- system from the kinetics of Gd-DTPA tracer
measured using MRI in order to: 1) map the glymphaticsystem path, 2) derive kinetic parameters of the glymphatic
system, and 3) provide quantitative- maps of the structure
and function of this system. In the proposed model, the brain
is clustered to similar regions with respect to the pro ile of
contrast agent (CA) density measured by MRI. Then, each
region is described as a 2-compartment kinetic model ‘derived
from’ or ‘clears to’ its neighbors with local- input function. We
thus it our model to the local cerebral regions rather than to
the averaged time signal curve (TSC) of the whole brain. The
estimated parameters showed distinctive differences between
diabetes- mellitus and control rats. The results suggest that in
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014

a typical DM brain the CSF bulk speed in the para-vasculature
network is low. In addition, the resulting maps indicate that
there may be increased binding and decreased absorbing of
large -molecules in a diabetic compared with a non-diabetic
brain. The important contribution of this work was to it the
model to the local- regions rather than to the averaged time
signal curve (TSC) of the whole brain. This enabled us to
derive quantitative maps of the glymphatic- system from MRI
[6].
Kristian eide, et al: Pre-clinical research in rodents
provides evidence that the CNS has functional lymphatic
vessels. In-vivo observations in humans, however, are not
demonstrated. We here show data on CNS lymphatic drainage
to cervical lymph nodes in vivo by magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) enhanced with an intra-thecal contrast agent
as a cerebrospinal luid (CSF) tracer. Standardized MRI of the
intracranial compartment and the neck were acquired before
and up to 24–48 hours following intra-thecal contrast agent
administration in 19 individuals. Contrast enhancement was
radiologically con irmed by signal changes in CSF nearby
inferior frontal gyrus, brain parenchyma of inferior frontal
gyrus, para-hippocampal gyrus, thalamus and pons, and
parenchyma of cervical lymph node, and with sagittal sinus
and neck muscle serving as reference tissue for cranial and
neck MRI acquisitions, respectively. Time series of changes
in signal- intensity shows that contrast- enhancement
within CSF precedes glymphatic- enhancement and peaks
at 4–6 hours following intra-thecal injection. Cervical lymph
node enhancement coincides in time with peak glymphatic
enhancement, with peak after 24 hours. Our indings provide
in-vivo evidence of CSF- tracer drainage to cervical lymph
nodes in humans. The time course of lymph node enhancement
coincided with brain- glymphatic enhancement rather than
with CSF- enhancement [7].
Wenyu Deng, et al: Debilitating neuro-degenerative
conditions, such as MS, AD and PD, are often presented with the
accumulation of metabolic by-products in brain tissues. Studies
also suggest linkages between ocular and cerebral diseases,
yet the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. Unlike the rest
of the body, the CNS does not comprise lymphatic- vasculature
for metabolic waste removal. Instead, several hypotheses have
been proposed that rely on the complex but highly- regulated
clearance mechanisms responsible for an adequate neurona-l
environment and luid homeostasis. Understanding the
mechanisms of clearance systems in the eye and the brain can
help exploit luid transport and potentially offer new targets
for therapy to the visual- system and beyond. we describe
and criticize how quantitative- imaging can play a role in
evaluating different models of clearance systems. Challenges
in imaging the clearance systems of the eye and the brain.
Apart from the physical- factors from imaging techniques in
probing the mechanisms of clearance systems, CNS- waste
clearance appears to be affected by a number of physiological
https://www.heighpubs.org/hcci
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factors such as wakefulness, anesthesia regimes, exercise,
age, tracer delivery, and posture. CSF tracer in lux appears to
be suppressed in awake subjects, increased after voluntaryexercise, and increased or decreased in sedated subjects
depending on the anesthesia regimes. at a high anesthetic dose
such as 3% iso lurane, general anesthesia may have a negative
-impact on the intracranial CSF circulation. This occurs not
simply by inducing un-consciousness but also by additional
mechanisms including repression of nor-epinephrine release.
To minimize the effects of anesthesia on solute transport
during imaging, anesthesia with dexmedetomidine and lowdose iso lurane has been proposed if awake imaging is not
feasible.
CNS waste clearance research often requires surgical
procedures for the administration of tracers prior to image
acquisition. In animal research studies, imaging of lymphatic
drainage in the eye typically relies on intra-cameral, intravitreal, or subretinal contrast injection. For imaging brain
waste clearance, intra-thecal catheterization is desirable over
intra-cranial administration since it eliminates the need for
a cranio-tomy. SAS catheterization via the atlanto-occipital
membrane allows catheter insertion into the cisterna- magna
or down to the lower levels of the lumbar spinal cord of rats.
Longitudinal studies in rodents typically rely on lumbar
intra-thecal catheterization for the infusion of tracers into
the CSF. MRI studies of human glymphatic function also rely
on lumbar- puncture and intrathecal- administration of CSF
tracers to ensure brain-wide CSF contrast enhancement and
clearance. Intra-cerebro-ventricular tracer- injection can
also be used, yet cautions should be noted when performing
invasive -procedures for glymphatic studies, as it is reported
that intra-striatal injections suppress glymphatic function.
Quantitation of the clearance systems in the eye and the brain.
Quanti ication of the complete CNS waste-clearance system
remains challenging partly due to limitations in tracer choices
for full eye or brain in vivo research, and in the resolution
and speci icity of non-invasive imaging- techniques. indirect
-measurements in distal locations, synchronization with
physiological monitoring and biophysica-l modeling may
help improve the understanding of the relative contributions
of individual components to the clearance -systems. upon
intraocular injection of radioactive- tracers, we can quantify
the clearance in the trabecular meshwork and uveo-scleral
pathway separately by measuring the time progression of total
radioactivity in the plasma and lymphatic tissues, respectively
using a gamma counter. Quanti ication of CSF low can be
accomplished with luorescent- tracers and microspheres
infused into the cisterna- magna of mice and visualized by
2-photon microscopy, while simultaneously measuring pulse
and respiration. Microsphere velocity measurements, electrocardiograms, and spectral analyses demonstrate that CSF low
more closely resembles the cardiac cycle than the respiratory
cycle, suggesting that the primary driver of CSF low is
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014

perivascular pumping. The synchronization of diffusionweighted MRI acquisition with electro-cardiogram also allows
for the characterization of the effect of arterial pulsatility on
the perivascular space and the surrounding luid -movement
in terms of pseudo-diffusivity indices.
In terms of biophysical modeling, a 2-compartment
pharmacokinetic model for GBCA-based glymphatic transport
has been tested in rats with severe disruption in micro- and
macro-vasculature induced by diabetes mellitus. The contrast
concentration in 2 compartments (free and bound fractions)
is represented by a system of differential equations describing
contrast dynamics among the arterial peri-vasculature and
brain parenchyma. The model solution has a bi-exponential
form whose respective fractions and time constants allow the
estimation of contrast retention and loss to the perivascular
-space. This approach has also been used to demonstrate
the dependence of glymphatic-- clearance on corporalposition. Experiments showed reduced overall clearance
in rats scanned in a prone position compared to supine or
right lateral decubitus positions. These results were veri ied
with luorescence and radio-labeled tracer imaging, showing
comparatively greater CSF in lux in the supine and right lateral
decubitus positions. The spontaneous rhythmic oscillations
of vascular tone in the beds of various tissues, including the
cerebral tissues, known as vasomotion, are central to the IPAD
model for brain- waste clearance. This model encompasses
a complex system of equations, representing vasomotioninduced intramural peri-arterial low through the poro-elastic
basement membrane, coupled with the elastic response of
the middle cerebral artery in the arterial wall model. This
model has been proposed to explain the mechanism of IPADpathways through the basement- membranes. [10]
Schematic of major clearance systems in (A,B,C,F) the brain
and (D,E,F) the eye. (A,B,C) are representations of the IPAD and
glymphatic pathways; (A) is a cross-section of an arteriole and
represents CSF low (cyan arrows) from the SAS into the periarterial space, as well as ISF low (green- arrows) through the
smooth muscle- basement membranes; (B) is a cross-section
of an arteriole transitioning into a capillary, where CSF exits
the peri-arterial space via AQP4 water- channels (purple)
located on the astrocytic end feet before mixing with ISF
(cyan green arrow) and entering the smooth muscle basement
-membranes; (C) is a coronal cross-section through the head
and represents the glymphatic -pathway, dorsal mLVs, and CSF
low through an AG. CSF lows from the SAS into peri-arterial
spaces before lowing intothe brain parenchyma via AQP4
channels, mixing with ISF, and then entering the perivenousspace for drainage via a convective low. Fluid from the SAS
can then drain into the mLVs (green openings) surrounding
the SSS; (D) represents a cross-section of the anterior chamber
of the eye. Cyan- arrows represent production and low of
aqueous humor from the ciliary body. Red arrow- represents
the trabecular meshwork pathway where aqueous humorhttps://www.heighpubs.org/hcci
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lows into the episcleral vein by passing through the Schlemm’s
canal (blue opening). Green arrow represents the uveoscleral
pathway where aqueous humor lows through the interstitial
trabeculae of the ciliary bodies and enters the supra-choroidal
space; (E) represents a cross-section of the optic nerve head.
Müller cells within the retina, which share similar functions
to astrocytes in the brain, are represented in dark green, with
appendages that wrap around retinal- capillaries (red dots),
constituting part of the blood-retinal barrier. The broad stripe
behind the Müller -cells represents the INL. The optic- nerve
is surrounded by SAS through which CSF lows into the optic
nerve; (F) is a diagram of CSF- low within the SAS, originating
from the choroid plexus (orange) within the ventricles,
as well as dorsal and basal mLVs. These mLVs travelling
alongside the TS and SS, exiting out of the jugular -foramen
with the internal- jugular vein, and draining into the deepcervical lymph nodes. Pre-auricular [1], submandibular [2],
super icial cervical [3], deep cervical [4], and supraclavicular
[5] lymph nodes are illustrated. IPAD, intra-mural periarterial
drainage; CSF, cerebrospinal luid; SAS, subarachnoid space;
ISF, interstitial luid; AQP4, aquaporin-4; mLVs, meningeal
lymphatic vessels; AG, arachnoid granulation; SSS, superior
sagittal sinus; INL, inner nuclear layer; TS, transverse sinuses;
SS, sigmoid sinuses.
According Muhammad Shehzad Khan: “Silicon-based
devices, such as neural probes, are increasingly used as
electrodes for receiving electrical signals from neural
tissue. Neural probes used chronically have been known
to induce in lammation and elicit an immune response.
The current study detects and evaluates silicon dispersion
from a concentrated source in the mouse brain using laser
induced breakdown spectroscopy. Element lines for Si (I)
were found at the injection site at approximately 288 nm at
3hr post-implantation, even with tissue perfusion, indicating
possible infusion into neural tissue. At 24hr and 1-week
post-implantation, no silicon lines were found, indicating
clearance. An isolated immune response was found by CD68
macrophage response at 24hr post injection. Future studies
should measure chronic silicon exposure to determine
if the in lammatory response is proportional to silicon
administration. The present type of protocol, coupling laser
induced breakdown spectroscopy, neuroimaging, histology,
immunohistochemistry, and determination of clearance could
be used to investigate the glymphatic system and different
tissue states such as in disease (e.g. Alzheimer’s) [50].
Experimental hypotesys project
In order to test single individual ef icience of brain
glimphatic system is need to obtain basal level of normal
individuals (animal model? population data). It is necessary
to use a right treaceant medium for imaging scope and verify
kinetics. Data organized by age and other parameters.

Discussion
Related all literature reported in reference and in the
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.icci.1001014

text is possible to verify that: a)“AD and PD are considered
speci ic to Homo sapiens” GARZIA RUIZ, b)“In animal model
the detox strategy produced effect, so is possible to say that
a toxicological approach can be a way to be walked. A “total
Aβ-42 by 30% in the group of mice that received the detox
gel when compared to the untreated group with a statistical
signi icance (p < 0.001)” (5) is a good result to start. A new
drug class able to link and detox the toxicological molecule
and to be carried out from brain structure using the glimphatic
system through adequate pharmacokinetics chemical
group [3], c) “CNS waste clearance appears to be affected
by a number of physiological factors such as wakefulness,
anesthesia regimes, exercise, age, tracer delivery, and posture.
CSF tracer in lux appears to be suppressed in awake subjects,
increased after voluntary exercise, and increased or decreased
in sedated subjects depending on the anesthesia regimes, d)
“The glymphatic system is functional waste clearance path
from the brain-- parenchyma through dynamic exchange of
cerebrospinal luid with interstitial luid (ISF). Impairment
of glymphatic waste clearance is involved in the development
of neurodegenerative- conditions, e)”Our indings provide invivo evidence of CSF- tracer drainage to cervical lymph nodes
in humans, f) “Apart from the physical- factors from imaging
techniques in probing the mechanisms of clearance systems,
CNS waste clearance appears to be affected by a number of
physiological factors such as wakefulness, anesthesia regimes,
exercise, age, tracer delivery, and posture. CSF tracer in lux
appears to be suppressed in awake subjects, increased after
voluntary exercise, and increased or decreased in sedated
subjects depending on the anesthesia regimes.

Conclusion
Related the topics of this works observing the literature
reported and other in biomedical database is clear that
imaging new technique are needed to adequately evaluate the
brain washing system in order to verify In example individual
clearance ef icacy towards various toxic movens (alfa synuclein,

neuronal cell inclusion, free radicals, immune molecule
and other). In some mouse model Glymphatic clearance of
simulated silicon dispersion (iatrogenic) was evalued and
the same other brain clearance must be measured. In all
literature observed there is no a systematic measure of this
parameter in groups of patients’ with neurodegenegerative of
neuroin lamatory disease. The same in populations of subject
to evaluate the prevalence of clearance disfunctions. A better
quantitative measure of this clearance makes possible to ind
new therapeutic strategies.
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